
Ideal for the home handyman or semi-professional, KGS range of high-quality discs are 
perfect for working on …metal…stone…wood.

KGS of Spain has been successfully producing and selling premium coated abrasives around 
the world for over 20 years. 

The KGS range of easy-to-use, cost-effective discs for the 
DIY / Hardware market have been especially designed for sanding, dry  grinding, polishing and 
cleaning of various materials including metal, stone and wood. Great for use on metal garden 
furniture and pipes, removing paint from wood or grinding stone and concrete.

Our discs work on portable grinders or power drills with an arbour adapter, with the suitable 
dimensions for the selected disc.

Below fi nd a summary matrix for the range of products:

Type of disc Type of abrasive Dimensions Available grits Applications

Flap disc Zirconium 115x22 mm &  40, 60 & 80  Metal, Wood
  125x22 mm
 Silicon Carbide 115x22 mm 60, 120 & 320 Stone, Plastics
Semifl exible disc Silicon Carbide 115x22 mm 36, 60 & 120 Stone
 Aluminium Oxide 115x22 mm 36 Metal
CBS-FV disc  115 mm  General
CBS-FL disc  100x13x13 mm  General
CBS-EIX disc  100x13 mm  General
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PREMIUM COATED ABRASIVES



Premium Coated Abrasives

KGS DIY Product overview

Flap Discs, Zirconium
The best abrasive tool for grinding and finishing. For all kinds of metal, 
especially stainless steel, and wood eg perfect for metal pipes, containers and 
metal garden furniture.

Flap Discs, Silicon Carbide
The best abrasive tool for grinding and finishing marble, stone, glass, 
plastics, etc. 

Semi Flexible Discs
Heavy duty fibre disc, coated with multiple layers of abrasive grain bonded 
with resin.
In Silicon Carbide: for grinding and finishing stone, granite, marble, concrete.
In Al Oxide: for grinding all kinds of metals.

CBS-FV Discs
Abrasive Non Woven fibre disc, with fibreglass backing.
For cleaning, finishing and polishing all kinds of materials.

CBS-FL Discs
Abrasive Non Woven plane disc, 13mm thick, with arbor hole.
For cleaning, finishing and polishing all kinds of materials. 
Edge working.

CBS-EIX Discs
Abrasive Non Woven plane disc, 13mm thick, with fixed spindle
For cleaning, finishing and polishing all kind of materials. 
Edge working.

Advantages
- Long lifetime
- High cutting power abrasive.
- General purpose abrasive.
- Excellent finish.

Advantages
- Long lifetime
- Polishing of edges

Advantages
- Very fast cutting.
- Long life due to the amount 
  of abrasive.
- Good cooling action.

Advantages
- Open structure.
- Removes paint, dust, rust 
  without scratching.
- Great finishing

Advantages
- Open structure.
- Removes paint, dust, rust 
  without scratching.
- Great finishing.
- Easy working on corners.

Advantages
- Open structure.
- Removes paint, dust, rust 
  without scratching.
- Easy working on corners


